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Elements massage near me reviews

Go to the main content elements ™, we do one thing: massage, and we are proud of our high customer satisfaction scores. Experience the difference with our monthly membership program, elements wellness program™ and guarantee, Elements Promise™ – all built for therapeutic, handcrafted and personal approach to massage, which we call elements way®. Elements' location
is really nice and peaceful, and here massage therapists really know caterers whenever I book an appointment, no matter which therapist I see that day. Katie S. Littleton, CO Looking for and looking for a couple of massage places over the last few years, I finally settled into a good place. Christy A. Scottsdale, AZ I've tried several massage therapists and many massage studios in
the last 10 years, and I've never been able to settle with one. Eventually, I found Elements, and I never go anywhere else. Cambrien L. Glendale, AZ Excellent therapists in a great place. I've been many times and I'll come back at least monthly. I would recommend this place to anyone. Virginia T. Eden Prairie, MN Staff are warm, friendly and knowledgeable. The 90-minute
therapeutic massage I got from Stacy was the best massage I've ever had. Carolanne R. Coral Springs, FL Great Team, Great Therapists and Great Management One of my favorite work. The new manager is brilliant and has helped eliminate the drama created by previous employees. The owner really cares about the business and everyone who works there. Yes, it's a sales job,
but it sells itself. The monthly wellness program is all about selling well-being and self-care - which doesn't want to take care of itself with the amazing staff of massage therapists hired by the owner. Everyone cares about everyone and we're home far from home. They try hard to set schedules and fill all the hours they want and adapt to their changing requests. They have taken
time to set up a good training and shipping process and are investing time to train their employees with very clear expectations to succeed and encourage. They also treat their customers well and really worked with everyone (customers and employees) during and after covid closure. Free massage, rewards/bonuses, adjustment of work schedules Helpful this review was helpful?
A sales perspective, but a solid product that I can get behind me, a healthy work cultureWork desk with sales perspective. Fortunately, if you are a new sales, you can learn through this work, because they make a solid product that is customer-friendly. I feel like you can make a difference in the lives of clients and therapists. There's not enough money to live on. I think this job
works for those who live with their parents or if this is their second job. free monthly massage, good work and life balance Is this review helpful? Great work for HS it's a joke. Great work for HS students who want to work There are no days of your schedule, they want you to figure it out for another day. The microwave is run every day, so it's great if you're a student of HS.
Customers are nice, but the work environment isn't. Free massages, if you hit the monthly target No coverage, work environment, management Was this review helpful? Healthy, positive working environment This Elements franchise place is like a tight-up family. All management and owners are very caring and pleasant managers. The flow of bookings is steady and is located in a
busy shopping mall. Very great place to work. Flexible schedule, competitive pay, full schedule, paid trainings, monthly free massage/exchange Don't provide health insurance, mandatory weekends, low starting salary Were you helpful with this review? I loved working here for the most part. It was great to get a free massage every month. The worst part of this was the toxic
working environment. Some coworkers were really crazy and smarted up situations trying to fight and the manager did nothing to stop it. He was young and a new waste of control, so I don't think it's his fault. I think with the right staff it could be a great place for someone to work because it is not hard work and has its advantages. All I can say is that it can be boring, especially if
you close alone. You may have to meet your sales targets, but if you ask for help selling sales, I'm sure the manager will be willing to help you. No Breaks, Toxic Staff, Inexperienced ManagementWas this review useful?great work will help your career move forward. Nice people to work with. the manager was helpful and it was easy to talk both and you will always have someone
to help you. Was this review helpful? Usually enjoying day in and day out A typical workday is enjoyable, most customers are fun to be around and I like to help them with their pain and stress. Management has changed a lot, which is not the best and other positons also have a large turnover. I love my colleagues, which makes it much more valuable to go to every day. Dear
coworkers, purpose what do you doPay, Not always booked with massages Is this review helpful? Relaxing work, poor management with Elements Massage work has its advantages. You get a free massage every month as part of your training to understand how to fit a client for a therapist. It's a pretty peaceful and relaxing job. However, I have worked for Elements for six months
and seen 7 different executives, each lasting from 3 days to 3 months. There is a very lack of management, which has a direct impact on the staff. I love massage therapists and receptionists, but it's really hard to do your job when a new person comes every month and tells you to do everything differently. There have been a few differences in what we have been told that we
should receive benefits and wages. New And the management is great and hopefully they'll be here to stay. I'm still happy. Welcome. experience here and still recommends the station. I just wish I hadn't come amid all the chaosNal massages, great staff, relaxing environment No official breaks, inconsistent management Was this review helpful? The salary is very low. Many other
places that hire a massage therapist cost a lot more than Elements offers. No room for growth or progress. A good starting point for experience. Was this review helpful? The best elements studio I have seen I have worked on in their PRE-COVID19. I had moved to NJ to go to school &amp; the pandemic hit, the school was cancelled, so I moved back to my home state. This
review is based on my opinion MY PREVIOUS pandemic was always fully booked /it only had 1 opening if I was paid the highest hourly rate I have had in my 4 years of experience. Every single customer was a pleasure to work with &amp; always made up for me with a fair reward Owners &amp; managers have outlined a training path when you start. They've also done additional
training to train specific skills - allowing you to increase your hourly wage (the current elements I work in have this training, but don't implement it)All my colleagues were very nice and inviting, which is a nice feeling to especially move here out of the state if there wasn't a pandemic, I would have liked to stay in Plain Morriss. Unfortunately, I don't think I can find a similar elements
massage in my home state Training, compensation, flexibility, leadership is caring &amp; understanding, the manager/owners were always partly to fault, the pandemic put me in a financial crisis that made me move back to my home state, NOT element's fault, I wish all elements had a management team like Morris Plains Was this review helpful? It's a great place to work, the pay
is good. Everyone is great here, less work more pay love that, and I love that the staff are friendly, the owner is very nice too. Was this review helpful? The incredible coworkers, the poor pay, the holidays and the time it take to be thereStudion and the rest of the therapist people are amazing. The pay is unsatisfactory. They advertise that you do in 35-45 hours, but you get paid for
a massage in 16 hours. So they assume that you will get more than a 20% tip that almost never happens. You only get paid per massage, so if you have an empty schedule for a day when you don't get paid, but you're also not out loud to leave just in case there's a walk in. In addition, if you are supposed to work on holiday, you need to be there. No extra salary, no bonuses, no
incentives. Paying, holidays, back-to-back scheduling Was this review helpful? An excellent job with a lot of  helped build me into a successful leader. I started as a reception salesman. Within a year, they gave me the right tools and knowledge for a successful team. They worked with me day after day and side by side. The training was involved and I was always given the
opportunity to grow with myself with the company. The owner of the company was An understanding woman I've met. The operations manager went above and beyond to show me the nesar skills needed to run a business from the inside out. This was the greatest experience I have ever been able to ask for on the job field. Grows inside the company. Was this review helpful?
Gives you a warning if you get sick/injured from work. Leadership is terrible and unprofessional. I wouldn't go back for $60,000 a year... Was this review helpful? At first this place was very supportive and a sense of family. There I spent the end of my time, that everyone had burned out. The management wasn't there, and they couldn't reach them. The owners were always on
holiday and went to disturb. There was always a huge amount of drama between massage therapists and wellness counsellors. Free snacks, convenient locationIf this review was helpful?there are better places to workShady owner &amp; management, have separated several people without warning and/or explanation of the practice, although there is no manual. Therapists are
expected to stay in an entire studio and rooms clean in 10 minutes between massages. The manager is very unprofessional and rude to all employees. Often overbooked and booked without adequate break times, as promised. Lie about the job. They only pay $16 to $19 during a massage lesson. My most unprofessional work environment. Was this review helpful? I only worked
here six days before they were ready to fire me. I didn't know what they wanted me to want in six days. They had an employee who told everyone to make themselves look good. I think he was their little jerk. Management was rude to employees and customers. Was this review helpful? After another employee came to me after an inappropriate incident, management tried to
sweep it under the carpet. It was clear that the safety of their paycheck was more important than the safety of my mental health, and they refused to give me time off after the event to recover. Even before this, the environment was hostile, toxic and based on supporting the egos of leaders. The work itself is simple, but the cost of mental health should not tolerate external factors
that affect work.discounted massages, employee sales comismissives, care more about their profits than their employees, and try to hide mistakes from customers and employees Is this review useful? Underpaid for too much work Work itself is not difficult, but there is a lot to learn and training is really bad. You rarely have support for most of your shift, most of the time at your
busiest day you are alone. The job turnover is high, so the hours aren't quite flexible and the burden of extra hours falls on you, as higher ones could care less about the perfect staff in the place. And if the customer doesn't tip, they'll take it out on you like it's all your fault. Free massage, peaceful when it's not you can fool around with your phonePay, 30-minute lunch break, long
hours and shifts, cleaning the studio Were you helpful with this review? A stable customer base valued by employers and a peaceful environment. I moved out of the state and I miss the people I worked for and my repeat clients. They offered adequate breaks, flexible schedules, paid time off, paid ceu's and all supplies. Good environment too! Schedule, salary and colleagues Is
this review helpful? Useful?
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